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Key Understandings Introduction

This unit bundles student expectations that address analyzing and writing argumentative texts.
This genre represents text in which the writer develops and defends a position or debates a topic
using logic and persuasion. Readers (and listeners) need to be able to recognize the techniques
authors use to convince their audience of a certain opinion or position. Authors may try to appeal
to an audience’s emotions by using words or images that create strong feelings. Authors may also
present logical reasons for their position while possibly not presenting alternative reasoning.
Authors may also use experts or language that seems credible to convince their audience.
Readers may read argumentative text to find evidence that supports their own opinions or to seek
multiple perspectives on a particular topic or issue.

Prior to this Unit

In previous units, students engaged in deep analysis and application of author's craft, structural
elements, and language choices to support authentic purposes and audiences. Students have
used the writing process to craft literary texts and informational compositions. In Unit 04, students
focused on analyzing informational texts, focusing on text features and organizational structures
and began to explore the research process. They will continue to build on those skills and
strategies in this unit.

During this Unit
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In Reading, students read and interact with a variety of argumentative texts. Students recognize
characteristics and structures of argumentative text, including identifying the author’s
claim/position on a topic/issue, explaining how the author uses supporting evidence, and
identifying the author’s intended audience. Students also analyze the author's craft in developing
argumentative text including the use of persuasive devices and techniques such as hyperboles,
stereotyping, and anecdotes. Students also use the research process to explore information,
ideas, and perspectives on a particular topic/issue in order to formulate their own position on the
topic/issue.

In Writing, students compose correspondence to request information to support their research
efforts. Additionally, students apply characteristics and techniques employed by the authors of
mentor texts in order to develop original argumentative texts that demonstrate strong
reading-writing connections. Students use the information they have collected through research to
develop an opinion essay. Students focus on developing a position/argument using evidence such
as facts, details, examples, statistics, testimonials, personal anecdotes, expert opinions, quotes,
etc. Students also revise their drafts for clarity and cohesion as well as edit for capitalization of
abbreviations, initials, acronyms, and organizations and other previously learned conventions.
Student publish and share their opinion essay for their intended audience.

In Word Study, students continue to develop their knowledge of phonics rules and patterns to
assist them in decoding and spelling words. Additionally, students continue to develop their ability
to use context clues, resources, and morphemic elements to determine the meaning of unknown
words as they read.

After this Unit

In Unit 08, students will take what they have learned from the preceding units to analyze and craft
texts across multiple genres. Students will compose original texts and employ multi-modalities to
support the author's craft and purpose.

Misconceptions ● Students may think that just because something is said or shown that it must be true;
however, they need to know that rhetorical/persuasive devices and techniques can often
be misleading.

● Students may believe that primary sources are always more credible that secondary
sources; however, primary sources can have biases that make them less credible.

● Students may think that opinion writing is based solely on their thoughts and beliefs;
however, opinion essays need factual support to improve the effectiveness of their
message.

Key Vocabulary ● Abbreviation — a shortened form of words or phrases that usually requires a period at the
end (exceptions include directions and metric measurements) and are pronounced like
the original word the abbreviation represents

● Acronym — a type of abbreviation formed from the first letter of multiple words that does
not require periods after each letter and is pronounced as a new word phonetically or by
its individual letters (called initialisms)

● Anecdote — a short narrative that relates an interesting or amusing incident,
usually in order to make or support a larger point

● Argument — a position on a topic or issue developed through logic, evidence, and
appeals

● Argumentative text — a text in which the writer develops and defends a position or
debates a topic using logic and persuasion

● Audience  — the intended target group for a message, regardless of the medium



● Bibliographic information — the locating information about a source (e.g., book,
journal, periodical, or website). For example, a book’s bibliographic information
consists of author, title, place of publication, publisher, and date of publication.

● Claim — an assertion or position on a topic or issue
● Correspondence — any written or digital communication exchanged between two or more

people in the form of a letter, e-mail, fax, etc.
● Credibility — the quality of having reliable and trustworthy characteristics which may be

influenced by an author having expertise on a topic, using unbiased and accurate
reasoning, evidence, and sources to support ideas, and providing current and up-to-date
information

● Evidence — specific details or facts that support an inference or idea
● Hyperbole  — an intentional and extreme exaggeration for emphasis or effect (e.g.,

this book weighs a ton)
● Initials — the first letter of a name or word followed by a period that is pronounced by the

individual letters
● Opinion essay — an essay that describes a position on a particular topic or issue and

develops the argument with supporting evidence
● Paraphrase — restate the meaning of something in different words. Paraphrasing

alters the exact wording of the source and transmits its ideas or information
without evaluation or interpretation.

● Plagiarize — to present the ideas or word of another as one’s own without crediting
the source

● Primary source — a source from the time in which an event being studied occurred
and created by someone who was present at the event

● Rhetorical device — a technique that an author or speaker uses to influence or
persuade an audience

● Secondary source — a source that is a step removed from the original accounts of
an event or experience

● Stereotyping — a rhetorical fallacy in which one classifies a person or group
according to a common aspect that is oversimplified, rigidly applied, and often
uncomplimentary

Related Vocabulary:

● Position
● Relevant
● Technique

Suggested Day
5E Model

Instructional Procedures
(Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate)

Materials, Resources,
Notes

Day 1
Monday, March 14,
2022

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:



This unit introduces argumentative/persuasive text.
Remember this was added to the STAAR Blueprint this year as an
option for one of the genres tested.

Introduce persuasive language and what it is and purpose.
Persuasive language Flocabulary.

HMH Persuasive Text Anchor Chart 56

Anchor the Concept- Guide students to explore the visual,
emphasizing these key points:

In persuasive text, the author tells an opinion about a topic
and attempts to persuade the reader to agree with or act on
that opinion.

Persuasive text has particular characteristics, including a
position statement, a logical sequence, causes and effects,
weak-to-strong evidence, and a restatement of position at the
end of the text.

Authors of persuasive text use strong persuasive techniques,
such as formal language, quotes from experts, or emotional
appeals, to connect with their audience.
Authors of persuasive text rely on facts and examples to
support their claim or viewpoint.

Concept Language

•   Persuade

•   Fact

•   Reason

•   Argument

•   Opinion

•   Genre

•   Claim

•   Example

•   Evidence

•   Technique

The author’s position statement is _____.
I was/was not affected by the author’s persuasion because

_____.

Apply to Text

Choose and supply a new or familiar persuasive text (Teacher
choice- Some HMH classroom leveled reader options are:

● The Amazon Rain Forest

https://www.flocabulary.com/unit/persuasive-language/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5na_ttre_teacher/#cards--5re_ttr_perstext-2/


● Needs Versus Wants

● Plastics: Good or Bad?

As applicable, use questions and prompts such as those below to
support identification of the key features of the genre.

● How can you identify this as persuasive text?
● What do you notice about the structure of this text?
● What persuasive techniques does the author use to

persuade the audience? Are these techniques effective?
Why or why not?

● How does this evidence support the author’s claim?
● Is this author’s argument effective? Why or why not?

Independent/Small Group Instruction:
Have individuals or partners finish the current text or begin a new
one.
Use the above scaffolds to support students as needed.

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
Have students share out and discuss the persuasive text and
technique the author uses to persuade the reader.

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Dx

Introductory Words
Introductory Words TE Page W328
Display and Engage
Weekly Printables

Whole Group:
This week the students will write a persuasive paper on a selected
topic or issue of their choice.
Students will conduct research based on a selected topic/issue.
Brainstorm a list of questions to explore, create a research plan,
identify a variety of sources to use, and gather the relevant
information from the sources.
The purpose is to identify and learn additional information, facts,
and perspectives related to your topic/issue.
Create a plan for conducting research (request adult assistance as
necessary), including identifying a variety of sources on your topic
or issue. Possible sources may include books, people,
experiments, observations, articles, reference texts, magazines,
periodicals, local experts, librarians, online sources, podcasts,
documentaries, models, etc. Consider the following guiding
questions while evaluating possible sources:

● What information may be available from the source?
● Is the source a primary or secondary source? Why is that

important?
● What is the credibility of the source? Will the source

contain reliable information about my topic?

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg07_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_commasinsentences_721/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_commasinsentences.pdf#page=1
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gr_commasinsentences.pdf#page=1


● Will the sources help me understand multiple perspectives
on my topic/issue?

Write an effective introduction that establishes your opinion
about the topic and attempts to persuade the reader to agree with
or act on that opinion.

Wrap-Up:

Students will share the topic they chose and their introduction.

Day 2
Tuesday, March 15,
2022

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:

For the rest of this week, each day,  we will use Potatoes on
Rooftops: Farming in the City to look at different characteristics of
persuasive text:
-content area words
-ideas and support
-author’s craft

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Recognize and describe the

● characteristics of persuasive text.
● Analyze texts for characteristics of persuasive text.
● Determine the author’s purpose for using specific genre

features.
● Language Identifies genre characteristics of persuasive

text.
Ask students to turn to the Table of Contents in myBook, Book 1
and Book 2 (pp. 5–9), and circle or highlight the title of each
persuasive text they read in Modules 1–10. (The persuasive texts
in Modules 1–10 are shown on p. G30.)

Project or display Anchor Chart 56:Persuasive Text. Review with
students the characteristics of persuasive text. Remind students
that the purpose of persuasive text is to persuade or convince an
audience to agree with or act on the author’s opinion about a topic.

Have students turn to myBook, Book 1, p. 313, to review an
example of persuasive text, Potatoes on Rooftops: Farming in the
City. Point out and discuss the features listed below.

● author’s claim/viewpoint, pp. 314, 318, 321, 327, 328
● facts and examples, pp. 316, 318–319, 320–321
● emotional appeal, pp. 314, 328

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/student/epub/hmh_ir5_gace_student/#cards--5re_gac_3_persuasive/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/student/epub/hmh_ir5_ese05_student/#cards--5re_ese_rd_potato_050102/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/student/epub/hmh_ir5_ese05_student/#cards--5re_ese_rd_potato_050102/


● quotes from experts or historical sources, pp. 315–316
● anecdotes, pp. 315, 321
● rhetorical questions, pp. 315, 318, 323

Independent/Small Group Instruction:
As a whole group, in partners, or independently, Have students
reread paragraph 43, p. 328 in myBook, Book 1. Work with
students to analyze how the author of Potatoes on Rooftops:
Farming in the City tells her opinion and tries to convince the
reader to agree with it. (You are not reading the story, simply
looking at those specific pages.)
What is the author trying to convince the reader to do? (to eat
fruits and vegetables they have grown themselves)
How does the author support this idea? (by saying you will get
better nutrition by eating these healthy foods)
How does the author make this viewpoint convincing? (by saying,
“Research shows…”)
What cause/effect relationships does the author identify? (If you
grow the food, you are more likely to eat it. These vitamins and
minerals will benefit your skin, hair, and nails.)
Introduce Printable: Genre Map: 11.11. Explain that students will
use it to note characteristics of persuasive text they identify in their
reading throughout the week.
Work with students to complete the Position Statements section
for Potatoes on Rooftops: Farming in the City, noting one or two
examples. Students can add examples of other characteristics
independently

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
Have students share one or more characteristics of persuasive
text and discuss.

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Dx
Commas With Names

Commas With Names TE Page W329
Display and Engage

Whole Group:

Students will begin their draft keeping in mind that they need to
use words, phrases, and details that are appropriate to the
purpose, message, and audience of their topic.

Wrap-Up:

Students can share out as little or as much of what they have
written for their draft.

Day 3 Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gs_m11_genre.pdf#page=13
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg07_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_commasinsentences_722/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_commasinsentences.pdf#page=3


Wednesday, March
16, 2022 Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-

Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:

Remind students that persuasive text tells the author’s opinion
about a topic and tries to convince readers to agree
with it or act on it. Authors use content-area words to sound
knowledgeable about the topic and to make their opinion seem
more valid.
Project or display Anchor Chart 22:Content-Area Words. Review
the information about what content-area words are and where they
might be found in a text.
Remind students that Potatoes on Rooftops: Farming in the City is
a persuasive text that is written to persuade people that urban
gardening is a good idea. Explain that the author uses
content-area words to sound like an expert while citing facts about
different ways people can grow food in a city environment.
Read with students p. 320, paragraph 16 of myBook, Book 1, and
model your thinking:
The author says that Pasona O2 uses hydroponics to grow food.
Hydroponics is a content-area word specific to the science of
growing things.
The author makes sure I understand what this word means by
defining it—“raising crops without soil”—and by describing how
hydroponics works.
The way the author uses this content-area word makes me trust
her opinion about the science of growing food because she seems
to know so much about this subject.
Tell students that together you will look at another section of the
text to discuss the author’s use of content-area words. Read aloud
the sidebar on p. 327.
Guide students to recognize how the author uses the word
locavores to promote the benefits of using locally grown food.
VOCABULARY As students read persuasive texts this week, have
them identify and look up the definitions of any unfamiliar
content-area words.

Have students reread p. 327. Work with them to investigate how
the author uses content-area words to sound more convincing
when speaking about a topic.
What content-area words does the author use to discuss different
varieties of produce? (hybrid and heirloom)
How does the author make sure the reader understands what
each word means? (The author includes their definitions—“a
combination of two or more different types of the same plant” and
“grown in an earlier era”— as part of the text.)
Why do you think the author uses these words in this section?
(The author is explaining why home- and locally-grown produce

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/student/epub/hmh_ir5_racecmp/#cards--5re_rac_22_contentarea/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/student/epub/hmh_ir5_ese05_student/#cards--5re_ese_rd_potato_050102/


tastes good. These words are the proper names of different types
of crops that farmers grow.)
Distribute Printable: Genre Study: Content-Area Words 11.12.
Work with students to complete some or all of the page for
Potatoes on Rooftops: Farming in the City.

Independent/Small Group Instruction:
As students read persuasive texts this week, have them add to
Printable: Genre Map 11.11. At the end of the week, students can
use it to discuss what they have learned.

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
Have students discuss their reading, talking about how authors
achieved their purposes by answering questions such as these:
How do the authors use content-area words to sound
like experts when trying to convince readers to agree with their
opinion on a topic?
What are some ways they make these content-area words easier
for readers to understand?

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Dx
Using Commas in Sentences

Using Commas in Sentences TE Page W330
Display and Engage

Whole Group:

Students will continue their draft keeping in mind that they need to
use words, phrases, and details that are appropriate to the
purpose, message, and audience of their topic.

Wrap-Up:

Students can share out as little or as much of what they have
written for their draft.

Day 4
Thursday, March 17,
2022

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:

Remind students that authors of persuasive texts should present
facts and examples, rather than opinions, to support their claim or
viewpoint.

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g4/teacher/pdf/4re_pr_gs_m11_genre.pdf#page=16
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gs_m11_genre.pdf#page=13
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg07_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_commasinsentences_723/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_commasinsentences.pdf#page=5


Project or display Anchor Chart 21:Ideas and Support. Review the
information with students and discuss what they can do to tell
whether an idea is a fact or an opinion.
Revisit Potatoes on Rooftops: Farming in the City. Read with
students p. 328,paragraph 41 of myBook, Book 1 and model your
thinking:
The author opens this paragraph with the claim that the
labor needed to maintain a garden will make a person very fit. I
can figure out if this claim is a fact or an opinion by thinking about
whether it can be proven true. The author goes on to state that
“Studies show” that physical activity burns more calories than a
gym workout and then provides information about the benefits
of bending, lifting, carrying, and shoveling. These claims can all be
proven true, so they are facts. Reading them makes me much
more likely to agree with the author’s main point that gardening is
great exercise.
Tell students that together you will continue to evaluate whether
the claims the author includes to support her ideas are facts or
opinions. Read aloud p. 324.
Discuss with students the claims the author makes to counter the
argument that city-grown veggies may not be safe. Encourage
them to figure out whether these claims are facts and to evaluate
how each claim influences their thinking.

VOCABULARY-As students read persuasive texts this week, have
them note phrases that indicate whether an idea is a fact or an
opinion. Note how phrases such as About 800 million people,
During World War I (1914–1918), and In 1917 indicate the
introduction of facts that can be proven true by looking them up in
resources such as encyclopedias and history books.

Have students reread p. 319 of myBook, Book 1. Use the
questions below to guide students’ analysis of the author’s use of
facts to support ideas.
In paragraph 13, what viewpoint does the author want to persuade
the reader to share? (That it is “the right kind of dreaming” to
design a vertical farm like Sky Farm.)
What support does the author provide to influence the reader to
accept this viewpoint?
(The author describes the area of growing space in Sky Farm and
claims it could feed
35,000 people a year.)
Is this a fact or an opinion? How can you tell? (It is a fact because
you can research it and do the math to see if this claim can be
proven true.)

How does this claim support the author’s viewpoint? (Sky Farm
would be a very good project if it really can feed that many people,
so it is a good dream to have.)
Have students use another part of Potatoes on Rooftops: Farming
in the City to explain how the author is using facts in this
persuasive text.

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/student/epub/hmh_ir5_racecmp/#cards--5re_rac_21_ideassupport/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/student/epub/hmh_ir5_ese05_student/#cards--5re_ese_rd_potato_050102/


Distribute Printable: Genre Study: Ideas and Support 11.13. Work
with students to complete some or all of the page for Potatoes on
Rooftops: Farming in the City. You may wish to have students
complete the page independently.
TEKS 5.1A, 5.7C, 5.7G, 5.9E(i), 5.10A, 5.11B(i),
5.11B(ii), 5.12C, 5.12D; ELPS 3E, 3G, 4I, 4J, 4K, 5G

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:

As a group, discuss the reading using their answers on the
Printable as text evidence and to talk about the text clues that help
them determine which ideas are facts or opinions. Is this idea a
fact or an opinion? How can you tell? For what purpose did the
author include this fact or opinion?

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar:
Review Contractions

Review Contractions TE Page W311
Display and Engage
Contraction Review Printables

Whole Group:

Students will read their draft to a partner and receive feedback on
the clarity of their message. Make necessary revisions.

Edit for correct use of grammar, conventions, and spelling,
including appropriate capitalization of abbreviations, initials,
acronyms, and organizations.

Wrap-Up:

Students can share out as little or as much of what they have
written for their revised draft.

Day 5
Friday, March 18,
2022

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:
Remind students that the purpose of persuasive text is to convince
the reader to agree with an author’s opinion or act on it. Note that
authors can make their writing more appealing
and convincing through the use of special language and
techniques.

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g4/teacher/pdf/4re_pr_gs_m11_genre.pdf#page=17
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg05_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_contractions_534/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_contractions.pdf#page=7
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gr_contractions.pdf#page=4


Project or display Anchor Chart 27:Author’s Craft. Review the
chart with students. Discuss each technique and
how it could be useful to the author of a persuasive text.
Tell students that they can examine the text of Potatoes on
Rooftops: Farming in the City to look for places where the
author might have used these techniques.
Read with students paragraph 12 on p. 319 of myBook, Book 1
and model your thinking:
In this paragraph, the author uses the pronoun we several times.
Her voice is very friendly, which creates a warm mood. She is
appealing to my emotions by making me feel included in a group
with her. Now I’m more likely to agree with her that people should
be trying to construct a vertical farm.
Tell students that together you will look at another section of text to
locate and examine another example of the author's craft. Read
paragraph 19 on p. 321. Point out the use of the word screamingly
to describe how hot the rooftops can get and note how the author
plays with the words cooler and “cool.” Have students explain the
relationship between this language and how appealing the
author’s viewpoint is.

VOCABULARY- As students read persuasive texts this week, have
them make lists of the language that authors use. Encourage
students to make a list of precise nouns in red, sensory words in
yellow, and vivid verbs in blue.

Have students reread p. 323 of myBook, Book 1. Work with
students to investigate how the author uses the author's craft to
achieve her purpose.
What is the author’s purpose in writing Potatoes on Rooftops:
Farming in the City? (to convince readers that it is a good idea to
set up gardens to grow food in urban areas)
What are some ways the author uses the author's craft on this
page to support this purpose?
(For example, the author uses rhetorical questions at the end of
paragraph 27 to grab the reader’s attention, and the word critters
as well as an informal voice in paragraph 29. These examples
make the author seem like a friend.) Distribute Printable: Genre
Study: Author’s Craft 11.14.
Work with students to complete some or all of the page for
Potatoes on Rooftops: Farming in the City. You may wish to have
students complete the page independently.
TEKS 5.1A, 5.7C, 5.7G, 5.9E(i), 5.10A, 5.10D, 5.10E,
5.10F, 5.10G, 5.11C, 5.12C, 5.12D; ELPS 3E, 3G, 5G

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
You may wish to have small groups discuss their
reading and use their answers on the Printable as text evidence.
Encourage groups to use questions such as these to discuss how
the author uses point of view to achieve a
particular purpose: What are some examples of author’s craft
techniques you have found?

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/student/epub/hmh_ir5_racecmp/#cards--5re_rac_27_authorcraft/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/student/epub/hmh_ir5_ese05_student/#cards--5re_ese_rd_potato_050102/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/student/epub/hmh_ir5_ese05_student/#cards--5re_ese_rd_potato_050102/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g4/teacher/pdf/4re_pr_gs_m11_genre.pdf#page=18
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g4/teacher/pdf/4re_pr_gs_m11_genre.pdf#page=18


What is the author’s purpose for writing this persuasive text? How
do these techniques support the purpose and make the argument
more appealing to the reader?

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Dx
Connect to Writing: Using Commas in Sentences

Connect to Writing: Using Commas in Sentences TE Page W332
Display and Engage

Whole Group:

Students will publish their persuasive writing and read aloud to the
class if time allows.

Be sure to diss persuasive writing techniques that were used.

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg07_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_commasinsentences_725/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_commasinsentences.pdf#page=9


Day 6
Monday, March 21,
2022

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:

Review persuasive text using the HMH Persuasive Text Genre
Overview pg. 31 in binder

Read the short read, HMH Government Must Fund Inventors pgs.
16 &17

During Reading: As you read the argumentative text, annotate
and/or take notes on the following:

● author’s claim/position
● author’s intended audience
● key Ideas and supporting details
● use of evidence, including facts for or against an argument
● use of persuasive/rhetorical devices and techniques such

as hyperbole, stereotyping, and anecdote (beware that
some techniques make an argument stronger where
others may make the argument weaker and/or cause the
audience to question the validity of the argument)

● text structure(s)/organizational pattern(s)
● print/text and graphic features
● use of language, including imagery and figurative

language
● voice

After reading together, complete the HMH Characteristics of
Persuasive Text page together and discuss the different
characteristics.

Independent/Small Group Instruction:
Independently or in small groups, students will summarize and
paraphrase the claim and supporting ideas. If applicable…

● Explain how the author used persuasive/ rhetorical
devices and techniques to strengthen their argument.

● Discuss how the author’s use of language reinforces the
claim/position.

● Evaluate the effectiveness of the argument. Did you find
this text to be persuasive? Use text evidence as support.

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:

Students will share their responses with the class and discuss.

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1C_Fwbg7OcqnO1avogU7q3xprKgF1p-Ex
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1C_Fwbg7OcqnO1avogU7q3xprKgF1p-Ex
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/student/epub/hmh_ir5_ese01_student/#cards--5re_ese_ma_govern_010101_2/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gs_m11_genre.pdf?custom_correlation_id=3a758d2f-7238-11ec-97d3-33a17972fee4#page=18
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gs_m11_genre.pdf?custom_correlation_id=3a758d2f-7238-11ec-97d3-33a17972fee4#page=18


WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Dx
Appositives

Appositives TE Page W333
Display and Engage
Weekly Printables

Whole Group:

HMH Prompt and information

Using the HMH Persuasive rubric (slide 6), discuss with the
students that they will write a persuasive essay about whether to
rebuild or move away if a natural disaster strikes. Discuss the
writing goals (slide 7) and read through the model persuasive
essay (slides 8 & 9)  to help students understand their objective.

Independent/Small Group:

Students will begin working on the research organizer (slide 10).

Wrap-Up:

Students share what they have written on their organizer.

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg07_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_morecommas_731/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_morecommas.pdf#page=1
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gr_morecommas.pdf#page=1
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_wr_03_persessay.pdf?custom_correlation_id=6b88a952-73d1-11ec-874a-9d105b20de74#page=4
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_wnb_wr_03_persessay.pdf?custom_correlation_id=4da356f7-73ce-11ec-bf0b-95e8537eb4e6#page=6
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_wnb_wr_03_persessay.pdf?custom_correlation_id=4da356f7-73ce-11ec-bf0b-95e8537eb4e6#page=6
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_wnb_wr_03_persessay.pdf?custom_correlation_id=4da356f7-73ce-11ec-bf0b-95e8537eb4e6#page=6
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_wnb_wr_03_persessay.pdf?custom_correlation_id=4da356f7-73ce-11ec-bf0b-95e8537eb4e6#page=6
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_wnb_wr_03_persessay.pdf?custom_correlation_id=4da356f7-73ce-11ec-bf0b-95e8537eb4e6#page=6


Day 7
Tuesday, March 22,
2022

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:

Read Why Are the Rain Forests Important (HMH binder pgs.
32-33) and complete HMH Author’s Craft and Ideas and Support
pages (Questions are for tomorrow)

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
Discuss the techniques that the author used in order to persuade
the reader.

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Dx
Other Uses for Commas

Other Uses for Commas TE Page W334
Display and Engage

Whole Group:

Students will complete their research organizer. and begin listing
their sources (slide 11).

Wrap-Up:

Students share what they have written on their organizer.

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1C_Fwbg7OcqnO1avogU7q3xprKgF1p-Ex
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gs_m11_genre.pdf?custom_correlation_id=3a758d2f-7238-11ec-97d3-33a17972fee4#page=18
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gs_m11_genre.pdf?custom_correlation_id=3a758d2f-7238-11ec-97d3-33a17972fee4#page=18
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg07_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_morecommas_732/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_morecommas.pdf#page=3
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_wnb_wr_03_persessay.pdf?custom_correlation_id=4da356f7-73ce-11ec-bf0b-95e8537eb4e6#page=6
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g3/teacher/pdf/3re_de_gr_conmonpropnouns.pdf?custom_correlation_id=7999d57e-d970-11e9-82cd-09b420930363


Day 8
Wednesday, March
23, 2022

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:

The students will complete questions 1-6 from Why Are the Rain
Forests Important for a grade.
Students must provide text evidence for each answer.

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
Go over questions and answer choices together. Discuss text
evidence given for each question.

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK5.11Dx
Commas in Sentences

Commas in Sentences TE Page W335
Display and Engage

Whole Group:

Students will work on their draft and be sure to have persuasive
and transitional words and phrases (slide 12).

Wrap-Up:

Students will share some persuasive words they are using in their
essay and how this will persuade others to agree with them.

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1C_Fwbg7OcqnO1avogU7q3xprKgF1p-Ex
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1C_Fwbg7OcqnO1avogU7q3xprKgF1p-Ex
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg07_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_morecommas_733/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_morecommas.pdf#page=5
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_wnb_wr_03_persessay.pdf?custom_correlation_id=4da356f7-73ce-11ec-bf0b-95e8537eb4e6#page=6
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g3/teacher/pdf/3re_de_gr_conmonpropnouns.pdf?custom_correlation_id=7999d57e-d970-11e9-82cd-09b420930363


Day 9
Thursday, March 24,
2022

PSTARR REVIEW

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)

As a group, complete Reading Strategy Task Cards 1-4 together.
Discuss pictures and answer choices.

Independent/Small Group Instruction:
In partners or small groups, complete task cards 5-24. Students
can use their anchor charts that they glued into their journal
yesterday if needed to complete this task.

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
Go over cards 5-24 together as a group to see how the students
did and review any misconceptions.

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Div
Review Making Comparisons

Review Making Comparisons TE Page W291
Display and Engage
Review Printables

Whole Group:
Students will complete their draft and begin revisions.

Independent/Small Group:
Using the checklist (slide 13), students will peer edit each other’s
papers.

Day 10
Friday, March 25,
2022

PSTAAR REVIEW

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)

Whole Group Instruction:
Today you will play STAAR Battle using the passages you choose.

Directions are on page 2, and there are multiple passages to
choose from. You can choose your own passages as well.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1C_Fwbg7OcqnO1avogU7q3xprKgF1p-Ex
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg04_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_adjectives_434/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_compsuperadjectives.pdf#page=7
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gr_compsuperadjectives.pdf#page=4
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_wnb_wr_03_persessay.pdf?custom_correlation_id=4da356f7-73ce-11ec-bf0b-95e8537eb4e6#page=6
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1C_Fwbg7OcqnO1avogU7q3xprKgF1p-Ex
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1C_Fwbg7OcqnO1avogU7q3xprKgF1p-Ex
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1C_Fwbg7OcqnO1avogU7q3xprKgF1p-Ex


WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Dx
Colons

Colons TE Page W338
Display and Engage
Printables

Whole Group:
Students will complete their final draft. If time, have students read
their essays aloud.

Wrap-Up:

Complete the Revisit your goals sheet (slide 14).

Day 11
Monday, March 28,
2022

PSTAAR REVIEW

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:

Scholastic Task Cards- Based on your classroom data, create
stations with the Scholastic task cards, and rotate students
through the stations to review.

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
Go over several of the task cards together from each of the
different task card boxes and discuss.

Review strategies together that students need to remember for the
Reading PSTAAR on Wednesday, such as;
-annotations
-genre tree
-proving their answer
-using a dictionary when needed
-highlighting when needed
-etc.
-TAKING THEIR TIME

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Dx
Parentheses

Parentheses TE Page W339
Display and Engage

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg07_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_otherpunctuation_741/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_otherpunctuation.pdf#page=1
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gr_otherpunctuation.pdf#page=1
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_wnb_wr_03_persessay.pdf?custom_correlation_id=4da356f7-73ce-11ec-bf0b-95e8537eb4e6#page=6
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg07_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_otherpunctuation_742/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_otherpunctuation.pdf#page=4


Printables

Whole Group:

Prompt: Think about what makes some mysteries seem

believable.

Imagine that your class will have a debate about those

mysteries. Choose a mystery that you feel strongly about.

Write a speech to persuade your classmates that the

mystery could be real—or that it is fake. State your

opinion in a convincing way, and support it with reasons

and text evidence.

I will write about ________________________.

Wrap-Up:

Students will share what mystery they are choosing to write about.

Day 12
Tuesday, March 29,
2022

MATH PSTAAR

Day 13
Wednesday, March
30, 2022

READING PSTAAR

Day 14
Thursday, March 31,
2022

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group:
Go over the ELAR PSTAAR test. Be sure to re-read the stories
and go through each answer choices to clear up any
misconceptions as you go.

* If student(s) made the master’s category, you may want to go
over the one(s)s they missed first and let them practice on
Education Galaxy while you go over the test with the rest of the
class.

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gr_otherpunctuation.pdf#page=2


Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
Have students write down and share their biggest ‘AHA’ moment
from going over the test.

-Do they now understand something they’ve struggled with
before?
-Were they confused by the wording in the question?
-etc.

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Dx
Using Punctuation

Using Punctuation TE Page W340
Display and Engage
Printables

Whole Group:
Begin planning- How will you persuade your classmates to
agree with you? What reasons will convince them? Review
your notes along with the texts and video for supporting
evidence.

A chart like the one below can help you plan your speech.

Write your topic and a sentence that states your opinion.

Then write your reasons and the evidence that supports

each one. Fill out the chart in your book or draw it on a

piece of paper. Use Critical Vocabulary words where

appropriate.

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg07_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_otherpunctuation_743/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_otherpunctuation.pdf#page=6
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gr_otherpunctuation.pdf#page=3


Day 15
Friday, April 1, 2022

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:

Use Teachers Belong in the Classroom (HMH binder pgs.76-77)
for a weekly assessment.

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
Read the story and go over questions and answer choices
together and discuss.

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Dx
Connect to Writing: Using Punctuation Correctly

Connect to Writing: Using Punctuation Correctly TE Page W342
Display and Engage
Printable

Whole Group:

Students will complete their essay draft and share aloud with the
class. (There is no final copy due to PSTAAR this week.)

*REMIND STUDENTS TO
BRING IN AN EMPTY
CEREAL BOX FOR NEXT
WEEK’S PROJECT.

Day 16
Monday, April 4, 2022

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1C_Fwbg7OcqnO1avogU7q3xprKgF1p-Ex
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg07_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_otherpunctuation_745/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_otherpunctuation.pdf#page=11
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gr_otherpunctuation.pdf#page=5


READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:

This week students will complete a Cereal Box Project.
*Students will need to bring in an empty cereal box BY TODAY.
*Students can ‘wrap’ them in chart or construction paper to make
them look nice before designing.

Go over the rubric and expectations with the class before
beginning.
Discuss with the students how advertising helps PERSUADE us to
purchase things? Are the descriptions always accurate or mostly
opinions?

Complete the front cover portion today
-brainstorming
-front cover slogan
-front cover mascot

Independent/Small Group Instruction:
Students will complete the page for their front cover.

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
Students share their ideas for their cereal box project.

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Dxi
Spelling: Homophones

Spelling: Homophones TE Page W343
Display and Engage
Printables

Whole Group:
Students this week will write and create a commercial to go with
their Cereal Box Project.

Discuss with students how commercials are used to persuade
people to believe a certain thing or buy a certain product.
How can these be incorporated into their commercials?

Some items for students to consider when writing their
commercial:

1. Make a bold claim or statement. ...
2. Use endorsements. ...
3. Use statistics and facts to give your argument validity. ...
4. Connect with your reader in a way that will make them

trust you. ...
5. Create an emotional connection between your reader and

your product.

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1C_Fwbg7OcqnO1avogU7q3xprKgF1p-Ex
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg08_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_freqmisspelledwords_811/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_freqmisspelledwords.pdf#page=1
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gr_freqmisspelledwords.pdf#page=1


Day 17
Tuesday, April 5, 2022

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:
Students will complete the back cover paper (pg. 2) which
includes:
-celebrity endorser
-quote from celebrity
-description of cereal
-coupon design

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
Students will share their ideas with the class on who they chose as
their cereal endorser and why.
How will this persuade the consumer (us) to purchase this
product?

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK5.11Dxi
Spelling: Words with Endings

Spelling: Words with Endings TE Page W344
Display and Engage
Printables

Whole Group:

Students will continue writing their commercial for their Cereal Box
Products.

Day 18
Wednesday, April 6,
2022

SS SW TESTING

(No ELAR, Math, or Science test due to PSTAAR testing)

*If time after testing is over today, students may finish their
planning pages from Monday and Tuesday and begin their actual
cereal box design using the planning pages.

Day 19
Thursday, April 7,
2022

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1C_Fwbg7OcqnO1avogU7q3xprKgF1p-Ex
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg08_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_freqmisspelledwords_812/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_freqmisspelledwords.pdf#page=3
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gr_freqmisspelledwords.pdf#page=2


Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:
Students will begin designing their cereal box using their planning
pages that were completed on Monday and Tuesday.

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
Students can share with the class what they have completed so
far.

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Dxi
Spelling: Words with Suffixes

Spelling: Words with Suffixes TE Page W345
Display and Engage
Printables

Whole Group:

Students will continue writing their commercial for their Cereal Box
Products.

Day 20
Friday, April 8, 2022

Warm-Up: Lonestar Learning (10-15min)

Read Aloud: (10-15min.)-
Text-Campus specific
Focus- Vocabulary

READING WORKSHOP (30-40min.)
Whole Group Instruction:
Students will complete their cereal box project and present it to the
class.
Students must explain the persuasive techniques they used in
creating their cereal box.

Wrap-Up/Exit Ticket:
Students will share what they liked about the product and if they
were persuaded to purchase the cereal based on the techniques
used.

WRITING WORKSHOP & GRAMMAR (20-30min.)
Grammar: TEK 5.11Dx
Review Punctuation

Review Punctuation TE Page W341
Display and Engage
Printables

https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg08_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_freqmisspelledwords_813/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_freqmisspelledwords.pdf#page=5
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gr_freqmisspelledwords.pdf#page=3
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading_t/g5/teacher/epub/hmh_ir5_egtg07_teacher/#cards--5re_gtg_otherpunctuation_744/
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_de_gr_otherpunctuation.pdf#page=8
https://www.hmhco.com/content/reading/into_reading/g5/teacher/pdf/5re_pr_gr_otherpunctuation.pdf#page=4


Whole Group:

Students will present their commercials to the class.

Accommodations
for Special
Populations

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP)
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.


